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1. Franchising body is the national or regional body (such as DfT, Transport Scotland of TfN) that specifies and monitors franchises  

Passengers want the sense of a controlling mind when it comes to 

strategic direction of the railway 

- Ensure targets used align with passenger 

priorities  

- Measurements used must incentivise the right 

behaviour/actions – for example the use of right-

time performance to focus attention on 

timetable design 

- Inclusion of ‘softer’ targets setting out how 

things are to be delivered e.g. information 

provision, customer service, trust/consumer 

confidence. These to set clear signals/direction 

of travel  

- Mechanism for feeding back on progress during 

the 5-year period 

- Existing ORR consultative process 

- Mechanism for translating softer/behavioural 

targets into KPIs on Network Rail  

- Create mechanism for Network Rail to build in 

bespoke user engagement on major schemes (e.g. 

London Bridge, Reading, Liverpool Lime St) 

      

- ‘Customer reports’ setting clear 

statement of promises and regular 

updates on delivery of these promises.  

 

 

Passengers want a sense that their voice and opinions 

matter 

 

Passengers want a sense that someone is in charge who 

can make things happen, especially when things go wrong 

 

- Research as part of major projects. – e.g.  

Transport Focus research on Waterloo & 

Reading projects - focussing on 

communication of disruption 

- Route Railway Boards (Transport Focus 

represented on Western, Wales, East 

Coast, Chiltern, West Mids, Greater Anglia) 

Initial 

industry 

planning 

RDG/Network 

Rail 

Transport Focus research based on what type of 

railway passengers want and how they feel about 

current delivery: 

- key priorities for improvement 

- satisfaction with existing service 

 

High Level 

Output 

Statement 

DfT/Transport 

Scotland 

Control 

Period/Final 

Determination 

ORR 

Franchising 

body1 

 

Involving 

passengers 

Network 

Rail/RDG 

 

Transport Focus research into passenger needs 

for each specific franchise 

Communication: 

- Publicity to alert existing users of 

opportunity to comment (posters, tweets, 

emails, newsletters) 

- Mechanism to capture these views – 

commitment to reflect in franchising 

documentation (online surveys) 

Public consultation document and events 

 Customer centric targets: 

- bespoke satisfaction targets for each 

franchise/sub-sector of franchise [using 

NRPS] 

Specification to emphasise/reward: 

- good user engagement – clear evidence 

on how to engage with users and how this 

information will be used (i.e. two-way 

feedback loops). 

- improving transparency to users 

- efforts to build up sense of trust 

- proactively inform passengers about their 

rights and entitlement to compensation 

 

 

     

  

Customer 

reports 

Franchising 

body 

NRPS supplemented by: 

- Sentiment mapping (to pick up ‘in the 

moment’ feelings)  

- mystery shop audits (either bespoke or 

a commitment to publish results from 

TOC’s own surveys on things like 

queuing times, availability of toilets etc) 

 

Research/ 

audits 

Franchising 

body 

- Boosting transparency of key data to 

allow dissemination of ‘my train’ data. 

- Empowerment via ‘cloud’. 

- Penalties that reflect the impact on 

passengers; and which benefit 

passengers 

 

 

 

Intervention 

Franchising 

body 

Intervention 

& sanctions 

ORR 

- Passenger impact assessments i.e. 

looking at impact of major project 

failings e.g.  overruns, timetable 

changes  

- Boosting transparency/accountability 

- Fines (benefits in kind) 

Sanctions (info 

to passengers) 

Franchising 

body 

 

- Removal/termination 

- Publication improvement plan/penalty 

- Boost transparency/accountability  

Rolling stock  

TOCs 
- Passenger consultation on design of new 

rolling stock 
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Consumer Challenge Groups/ Boards APPENDIX 2 

 

 

The use of independent Consumer Challenge Groups/ Boards (CCG/CCB) is now 

established practice in a number of UK sectors where there are monopoly providers of 

consumer goods or services, including water, energy, and Heathrow Airport (the only 

monopoly UK airport, economically regulated by the Civil Aviation Authority). 

 

Although the CCG/ CCB terms of reference vary slightly between sectors, the 

fundamental purpose and remit of these independent groups/ boards is the same: to 

critique and scrutinise the way in which the monopoly organisation is engaging with its 

consumers, and to report publicly on the degree to which consumers are driving the 

organisation’s business plans. 

 

In doing so, the fundamental objective is to encourage the monopoly organisation to 

put the interests of its consumers first, rather than its financial, administrative, or 

engineering interests.  (A company operating in a fully competitive market will need to 

do this, or it will go out of business; a monopoly provider lacks this imperative).  

Fundamentally, the objective is to achieve a change in mindset/ culture in the 

monopoly organisation. 

 

It is vital to note that the CCG/ CCB does not do the engagement.  It is for the 

monopoly organisation to do the engagement, and for the CCG/CCB to “mark the 

homework”.  Of course, to do its job well, the CCG/ CCB will aim to be objective and 

evidence based, and constructive in its approach.  Neither does the CCG/ CCB 

“represent” the consumer.  This role is carried out in the water sector by CC Water, 

and in energy by Citizens Advice, who are the statutory sectoral consumer 

representative bodies.  CC Water, and CA, are members of each of the respective 

CCGs. In rail, under the current structure of representation,  this role could be carried 

out by Transport Focus. 

 

It is suggested that this CCG/ CCB model, generally viewed as having been effective 

in other sectors, might be helpful in respect of some of the organisation models which 

might be considered by the Williams Commission.  Ofgem and CAA should be in a 

position to give objective and independent advice as to the model’s effectiveness. 

 


